This study uses analog experiments to understand the role of bubbles in inducing conduit convection, for persistently degassing lava lake systems. To do so, air was fluxed through an initially stagnant column of liquid and the resulting return flow was measured. The dynamics suggested by the experimental results is compared with that of quiescent, persistently active volcanoes, with a focus on eight volcanoes that exhibit summit lava lakes. We find that magma flux is a function of combined gas flux, conduit size, and magma rheology. Experiments with high gas fluxes through low viscosity liquid took on turbulent characteristics, which correspond to a high degree of return flow, whereas lower gas fluxes through high viscosity liquids yielded slug flow, which corresponded to less return flow. We model the magma flux due to bubble ascent and find that gas-driven liquid flow can yield faster flow rates than other mechanisms at work in volcanic conduits. This can explain the discrepancy between previous estimates of magma flow in conduits and relatively fast, lava lake surface velocity observations. We show how bubble-driven convective flow can work alongside density-driven convection and discuss the depths in the conduit where each are likely to dominate the system.
Introduction
Volcanoes that host lava lakes or open vents can degas significant quantities of volatiles (tens to hundreds kg/s) with negligible erupted net flux of lava (Harris et al. 1999; Sawyer et al. 2008a Sawyer et al. , 2008b . Such systems are often characterized by relatively low viscosity basaltic to basaltic-andesitic magmas, which can effectively circulate from depth to surface, while allowing heat and volatiles to permeate through, and out of, the system (Stevenson and Blake 1998; Witter et al. 2004; Palma et al. 2011) . Many such systems are noteworthy for their longevity, having persisted for decades to millennia (Oppenheimer et al. 2004; Harris et al. 2005; Sweeney et al. 2008; Allard 2010) and span geologic settings from continental arcs to rift zones.
The stable, long-lived nature of this type of system has been investigated from two schools of thought, both of which rely on a separate model of the magma dynamics in the lava lake and conduit. The first explains that heat is supplied to the surface by density-driven convection in the conduit, in that bidirectional flow efficiently carries heat and volatiles from depth to the surface (Stevenson and Blake 1998; Huppert and Hallworth 2007; Palma et al. 2011; Burgi et al. 2014 ). The rate of convection depends on density and viscosity differences between the ascending, volatile-rich magma and descending, degassed magma (Kazahaya et al. 1994; Becket et al. 2014) . In this sense, the gas and magma are wellcoupled and the magnitude of heat supply and degassing is a function of how quickly the magma flows. The second school of thought models the magma dynamics as driven by large gas bubbles. In this case, the magma is considered relatively stagnant (in that the circulation of magma is weak) and large gas bubbles carry heat to the surface by bringing warm magma up in their wakes (Jaupart and Vergniolle 1998; Phillips 2007a, 2007b; Pioli et al. 2012; Vergniolle and Bouche 2016) . These large bubbles may leave behind a bubbly wake, which ascend and degas over a period of time (Bouche et al. 2010) . In such a scenario, the gas and magma are uncoupled, so the magnitude of heat supply depends on the magnitude and frequency of gas flux. Broadly speaking, both schools of thought agree that the volatiles ascend through the conduit and keep the surface hot, but disagree whether the gas and magma are coupled and therefore whether the magma is circulating.
In order to describe how heat is supplied to the surface, it is important to understand how magma moves through the conduit. The large bubble model has been developed to welldescribe how such bubbles behave but, to the best of our knowledge, does not yet incorporate estimates for global magma flow (i.e. along the conduit), which may supply heat to the surface. On the other hand, the conduit convection model describes how magma can flow in the conduit, but has the limitation that magma flow is considered to operate uniformly over the entire length. In the deepest segment of a volcanic conduit, where gas remains dissolved in the melt, the most plausible driving force of magma motion is buoyancy due to fluid density differences. Certainly, when considering small bubbles coupled to the magma, the effects of bubbles are likely constrained to producing bulk density and viscosity variations (Llewellin and Manga 2005) . However, conduitfed lava lakes, representing the flared top of the conduit, have occasionally been observed to be vigorously active and with fluid motions in a churn-turbulent regime as the gas bubbles and slugs rapidly and constantly buoy up and rupture on the lake surface (Calder et al. 2004 ). Such vigorous magma flow, due to bubbles that are large enough to ascend with great velocity, clearly induce motions of the fluid around that, but this is dynamic, and potential for it to contribute to conduit-scale convection has not yet been quantified.
In this work, analog modeling was used to determine the effect of dynamic bubble ascent (henceforth referred to as bubble dynamics) on magma motion in a conduit. In the experiments, gas was fluxed through an initially stagnant liquid in a vertical cylinder. The bubble-induced liquid motion was then studied. Gas flux and liquid viscosity was systematically varied and the liquid velocity was measured. Our study also considers eight, well-studied, persistently active volcanoes for comparison and scaling purposes. These are Villarrica (Chile), Nyiragongo (Democratic Republic of the Congo), Erta Ale (Ethiopia), Kilauea (Pu'u O'o vent, Hawai'i) , Mt. Erebus (Antarctica), Masaya (Nicaragua), Stromboli (Italy), and Ambrym (Vanuatu). These are considered to represent a reasonable suite of analog volcanoes for which bubble-driven conduit motions might play a greater or lesser role in their conduit dynamics. The analog experiments and their results are described in "Methodology" and "Experimental results", respectively. We then discuss the results in "Discussion" and placed them in the context of natural systems.
Methodology

Experimental apparatus
An analog model was constructed to represent a magma-filled conduit with gas bubbles passing through it (Fig. 1) . To do so, we filled the apparatus with liquid and injected air at the base, using a 1-bar pressure regulator and a set of flow meters to control the flux. We chose a cylindrical-shaped apparatus (116.5 cm long × 7 cm diameter) to reflect the shape of the shallowest segment of volcanic conduits, as sometimes visible when lakes drain (Carbone et al. 2013) . Small variations in conduit shape and size that are common in natural systems can be then taken into account using the concept of equivalent radius, as proposed by Palma et al. (2011) and also commonly used in engineering practices (White 2003) . The equivalent radius is essentially a length scale that is a representative of the overall non-uniform geometry (e.g., the mean radius of the conduit).
The cylinder was filled to a height of 90-104 cm, yielding a length to diameter ratio of 12:1 to 15:1. For a narrow,~3 m diameter conduit (e.g., Stromboli) (Burton et al. 2007 ), this geometrically scales to a 40-to 50-m section of the conduit. For a larger,~11 m diameter conduit (e.g., Villarrica) (Palma et al. 2011) , this corresponds to 130 to 170 m of the conduit. These dimensions may be far from the length scale of an entire conduit, which could be up to kilometers in length, but this simplified apparatus is sufficient to model a shallow segment of the conduit and, importantly, to quantify the effect of rising gas bubbles on liquid movement. Specifically, it best applies to the shallow region where bubbles are large and ascend rapidly and frequently and therefore where bubble dynamics can be reasonably inferred to be significant, but below a depth at which explosive expansion occurs.
bubbles that drives convection, and their volumetric flux Q g . Using dimensional analysis (Barenblatt 1996) , we thus find four dimensionless groups,
such that Π 1 = f(Π 2 , Π 3 , Π 4 ) with f a function that remains to be determined. It follows that the liquid velocity v l can be expressed as
Although, the function f is as yet undefined, the four dimensionless groups have each some physical meaning that can be used to scale our analog model to dynamic magmatic conditions:
& Π 1 = ρ l v l D c /μ l is the Reynolds number for the liquid, Re l , the ratio of inertial to viscous forces that affect liquid motion in the conduit (e.g., Holman 2002) & Π 2 = D b /D c is the ratio between the size of the conduit and that of the bubbles, and thus it must be related to the gas fraction ε in the conduit;
& Π 3 = ρ l Q g /(μ l D c ) would be the gas Reynolds number, Re g = ρ l v b D c /μ l , if the gas phase were to occupy the entire section of the conduit: in this case, Q g ≈ v b D c 2 with v b the bubble or gas ascent velocity, and Π 3 ≈ Re g = ρ l v b D c /μ l & Π 4 = ρ l (gD c 3 ) 1/2 /μ l is the dimensionless inverse viscosity, N f , defined by Wallis (1969, p. 285-288) by equating the characteristic velocity of inertia-dominated flow with that of viscous-dominated flow: N f > 300 when inertia dominates whereas N f < 2 when viscosity is dominant. Note, however, that this dimensionless number has been defined for the case of a large bubble rising up a conduit of which it occupies almost the entire width, i.e., slug flows (Wallis 1969) .
The Reynolds number is particularly important since it can be related to both dimensionless groups Π 1 and Π 3 . Therefore, we give its general form:
where v and L are characteristic velocity and length scale, respectively; later on, the specific liquid Reynolds number, Re l , and gas Reynolds number, Re g , will be obtained by using the appropriate parameters for each phase. 
Dimensionless numbers
Re l = F(Q l ,ρ l ,μ l ,D c ,ε)
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Pre-gas liquid level v l Q l = F(v l ,D c ,ε) 7 cm Fig. 1 A schematic figure of the experimental apparatus. Air of influx Q g , permeates through an initially stagnant liquid of density, ρ l , and viscosity μ l . Food dye acts as a proxy for return flow velocity, as shown in the inset, which is used to estimate the liquid flux, Q l . The dimensionless numbers on which this study relies, Re l , Re g , and N f are functions of the parameters shown in this figure (respectively, Eqs. 12 and 10 and Π 4 in Eq. 1)
Analog scaling to dynamic magma conditions
In our system, Π 1 , Π 2 , and Π 3 can be related because the liquid and gas motions are both related to each other and dependent on the gas fraction ε. We consider the gas fraction as the proportion of the horizontal cross-section area of the conduit occupied by the bubbles. The horizontal length scales L l and L g of the proportion of the conduit occupied by the liquid and the bubbles, respectively, are therefore related to the gas fraction ε as
Thus Π 2 ¼ ffiffi ffi ε p when L g corresponds to the actual size of the bubbles. These length scales are related to the liquid and gas superficial velocities, such that v b = Q g / [(π/4)L g 2 ] and v l = Q l /[(π/4)L l 2 ] (Vergniolle and Jaupart 1986; Pioli et al. 2012) . Note that Eq. 4 assumes a cylindrical geometry for both the liquid and gas phases and is thus most appropriate for slug flow or annular flow. The L l can also be envisaged as an equivalent length scale for the liquid phase, whose cross section is a disk of diameter L l . If we assume the flow in the conduit is laminar and driven by buoyancy in both the experiments and in nature, so that the gas- 
where C is a constant of proportionality and equals 1/12 (Batchelor 1967, p.234-236) . This is a first-order approximation of the velocity, which assumes the liquid velocity is driven by the gas buoyancy and resembles the Stoke's bubble rise velocity, which models velocity for any size of bubble (Vergniolle and Jaupart 1986) . As such, we used this velocity scale to estimate the liquid rheologies to be used in our experiments, but will use the actual liquid velocity measurements when we analyze the results. By combining Eq. 5 for v l with the general form of the Reynolds number (Eq. 3), we obtain the liquid Reynolds number, Re l (which corresponds also to Π 1 ). This Reynolds number must be identical in nature and in our experiments for these to be scaled properly, and so a relationship independent of velocity can be found between the liquid flow in the experimental and volcanic systems, provided both have similar shapes, hence constant of proportionality C:
which can be rewritten as
This states that the scaled liquid rheology is a function of the scaled conduit diameter and liquid fraction. Note that if we assume turbulent flow conditions in the system, inertial forces have a significant effect on fluid velocity. In this case, eq. 5 would become v l = C(gD c ) 1/2 (Huppert and Hallworth 2007), and repeating the process once again leads to a relationship slightly different from Eq. 7:
Using published data (Table 2) , the scaled liquid viscosity ranges from 10 −3 to 10 2 Pa s (analogous liquids are low viscosity oil to honey), for both laminar and turbulent flow conditions.
Gas flux can be scaled in a similar manner, using the Reynolds number of the gas phase. The ascent velocity of individual bubbles, v b , is determined following Vergniolle and Jaupart (1986) and Pioli et al. (2012) :
where v s is the superficial bubble velocity, ε is the gas fraction, Q g is the gas flux rate, and A c is the cross-sectional area of the conduit. This expression states that the average velocity of the bubbles must be related to the total gas flux and to the proportion of the conduit that the bubbles occupy.
Substituting the relationships obtained for the bubble velocity and the gas length scale (Eqs. 9 and 4) into the general form of the Reynolds number (Eq. 3) leads to the gas Reynolds number, Re g , and then yields a relationship between the experimental and natural systems:
Gas flux from volcanoes is generally measured in mass flow rate (e.g., kg/s or tons/day). Therefore, Eq. 10 can be transformed into
where ṁ g is gas mass flux rate and ρ g is the volcanic gas density. The scaled gas flux in the experiments ranges from 0.1 to 3.3 L/min, but due to equipment restrictions a minimum flow of only 0.4 L/min was achieved here. A comparison of dimensionless numbers used for scaling is presented in Table 3 .
Experimental setup and procedures
The analog liquids used were glucose syrup, water, and solutions of the two. Small, suspended bubbles tended to collect in the liquid during the initial pour, so the experiment was allowed to degas overnight to mitigate their potential effects. Small bubbles also tended to accumulate during an experiment and were present in post-experiment measurements. The liquid viscosity was measured before and after each experiment using a disk rotational viscometer, over a range of shear rates. As expected, shear-thinning rheology was observed for the glucose solutions and Newtonian rheology for water. Since the glucose solutions have shear-rate-dependent viscosities, the effective viscosity for each experiment was determined (Table 4 ) by estimating the shear rate due to bubble ascent. The shear rate is simply approximated to be a function of bubble velocity and the liquid thickness between the bubble and cylinder wall.
The gas flux was controlled using a set of flowmeters, which enabled careful control of the flow rates ( Fig. 1) . At the beginning of each experiment, the gas was turned on and the system was allowed to stabilize before beginning the experiment. Liquid fill heights were used, as measured before and during experiments, to determine the gas fractions in the cylinder. The gas flux rate was recorded, which was preferred for analysis, as well as bubble diameters and velocities. For turbulent experiments, which had a range of bubble diameters and/or variable bubble velocities (due to liquid flow eddies), mean bubble diameters, and averaged velocities over the length of the conduit were used for further analysis.
Each experiment (documented by video, 1280 × 720 pixels, 1 px ≈ 0.8 mm, 30 fps), began as a few drops of food dye were placed at the liquid-free surface. Though the dye has a different density from the experimental liquids (dyes have a density of 0.8 to 1.2 g/mL, depending on color), the small quantities that we used suggest that they did not significantly affect the flow properties and therefore were considered a good proxy for liquid movement. As bubbles ascended, the induced liquid return flow was traced by the dye descent and the dye front velocities were measured. For laminar and transitional flow experiments, the dye remained in concentrated lobes during the entire experiment and the time taken to reach the bottom was measured. For turbulent flow experiments, the dye dispersed throughout the water within the first few seconds, with flow front becoming more dilute with time, so initial velocities were used to indicate the flow.
Experimental results
Observations
We have stored all video recordings of our experiments in a data repository at the doi given in the acknowledgements, which we will qualitatively describe here. In high-viscosity experiments (> 1 Pa s), gas bubbles took on a laminar flow pattern, in which bubbles ascended through the center of the cylinder at a relatively slow, steady speed ( Fig. 2a ). Bubbles tended to be large, occupying more than half the diameter of the cylinder and were evenly spaced apart vertically. As they ascended through the cylinder, liquid return flow dragged lobes of the dye downward along the annulus of the cylinder with negligible horizontal motion. Downward flow progressed in steps, in that passing bubbles invoked a brief downward motion of the dye front, which otherwise remained motionless. Over the course of an experiment, the average dye velocity was quasi-stable and only changed due to end effects.
In low-viscosity experiments (10 −3 Pa s), bubble ascent was relatively unimpeded and higher ascent velocities forced the liquid to move turbulently ( Fig. 2b) . Bubbles ranged widely in size and large bubbles took up the majority of the diameter of the cylinder. Eddies in the liquid phase induced horizontal as well as vertical movements of the dye front, which caused the dye to disperse throughout the liquid, making it appear more dilute and homogenous. The dilution of the dye created the artificial appearance that its descent velocity decelerated with depth, typically to 25 to 50% of the initial velocity. For this reason, the initial dye descent velocity, at Table 2 Analog volcano properties. Literature data of parameters reported for the selected volcanoes used in this study. Gas fractions are estimated using the method discussed by Pioli et al. (2012) and summarized in Appendix A Passive degassing volc. 10 −1 -10 3 10 −4 -10 3 1-10 3 Experiments (syrup/air) 10 −3 -10 −1 10 −4 -10 −2 10 −1 -10 Experiments (mixture/air) 10-40 25-45~400 Experiments (water/air) 10 3 -10 4 10 3 -10 4 6 × 10 4 the start of each experiment, was taken to indicate the actual return flow velocity. In comparison with laminar flow experiments, which took minutes to complete, turbulent flow velocities were significantly faster, requiring only seconds to complete.
A subset of experiments with inviscid syrup (~0.1 Pa s) yielded transitional behaviors. Bubbles tended to be large, but with little variation in size, and ascended chaotically at high velocities. The dye descended in concentrated lobes, without dispersing, but was not confined to the annulus of the cylinder. The arrival of the dye to the bottom of the column was difficult to accurately judge due to the dark syrup color and high velocity, and therefore error for these measurements could be up to Fig. 2 Sequential photographs of experiments. White arrows mark the location of the dye front. a Slug bubbles ascend at a steady velocity and the dye descends along the cylinder walls and has a discernible front. Here, the flux is~2 L/min and the liquid viscosity is~40 Pa s. This preliminary experiment is shown for its high visual clarity, but due to uncertainties on the experimental parameters is not shown in Table 4 , nor is it further analyzed. b Bubbly flow induces a chaotic ascend. Dye disperses throughout the liquid and the front becomes faint with time.
Here, the flux is 0.8 L/min and the liquid viscosity is 1 mPa s (Table 4 , 5 th row of water section) ± 18% (i.e., 2 s for dye arrival times in the shortest experiment).
Dimensionless analysis
We can use physical arguments to estimate the function f (Eq. 2 in "Scaling") and thus to present our experimental results and to analyze them. The return flow velocities for all experiments are shown against the liquid viscosities and gas flux rates (Fig. 3) . Velocities tended to be higher for high gas fluxes and low-viscosity liquids. As shown previously (Eq. 10), combining the gas flux rate, cylinder diameter, and liquid rheological properties into the general form of the Reynolds number gives that of the gas phase. In "Scaling," we used the liquid Reynolds number to determine appropriate liquids to use. Here, we have access to liquid velocity data and therefore can calculate its magnitude, by first estimating the volumetric flow rate and the approximate cross-sectional area of the flow. Re l therefore is
where
We can express each Reynolds number as a function of two of the four dimensionless groups that were identified in "Scaling":
This means that the function f depends in fact on two dimensionless numbers instead of three: Π 1 = f(Π 2 , Π 3 , Π 4 ) can be simplified as Re l = f(Re g , N f ) for instance; the problem can be defined entirely by the dimensionless numbers Re l , Re g , and N f , so that anyone of them can be expressed as a function of the other two.
To see how the individual parameters (Re l , Re g , N f ) for all experiments are interrelated and thus determine the form of their interrelationship, they are plotted in 3D (Fig. 4a ). For visualization, we also provide 2D plots of Re g and N f against Re l (Fig. 4b, c) . The separation between the data groups is due to the way in which the experiments were run and correspond to viscosity differences. The data fit with a log-planar surface using a log-sum-of-squares minimization of the Re l misfit:
This relationship provides a simple way to characterize the ability of ascending bubbles to cause convection within a conduit, based on relatively static parameters like viscosity and conduit diameter as well as measurable parameters like gas flux. (Table 4 ) against viscosity and gas flux. Note that experiments with high-viscosity liquid were constrained to lower gas flux rates, to mitigate gas build up in the apparatus
Discussion
Flux estimates for natural systems
We compare our experimental results, via the same set of dimensionless numbers, to the behavior of eight analog natural systems, introduced in "Introduction," which are Villarrica, Nyiragongo, Erta Ale, the Pu'u O'o vent of Kilauea, Masaya, Mt. Erebus, Stromboli, and Ambrym volcano. We assume that the Re l can be estimated via Eq. 15, in which the liquid flux is driven by gas flux. N f is estimated using the Π 4 relation in Eq. 1, with parameter values listed in Table 2 . Re g is estimated via Eq. 11, using the gas mass flux (also listed in Table 2 ) and approximate gas density. We assume the gas density can be described by the ideal gas law:
where P is the magmastatic pressure, M is the molar mass of the gas phase, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is magma temperature. The pressure is estimated at a 30-m depth, which is assumed to be a representative depth at which bubbles are large enough to ascend vigorously (we will discuss greater depths in "Bubble-driven motion at depth"). M is estimated from the molar ratios of the gas species that are detected at active volcanoes, which we take from Sawyer et al. (2011) and Allard et al. (2016) . At this depth, the gas density ranges from 0.94 to 2.21 kg/m 3 . As we will discuss later in "Bubble-driven motion at depth," the mass flux depends on the depth, as well as on the volatile molar ratios, and at 30-m depth is approximately 90% of the values listed in Table 2 . Using such densities and mass flux values, we estimate the volumetric flux to be 28 ± 1 m 3 /s (Villarrica), 126 ± 32 m 3 /s (Nyiragongo), 13 ± 2 m 3 /s (Erta 'Ale), 196 ± 28 m 3 /s (Pu'u O'o), 134 ± 118 m 3 /s (Masaya), 8 ± 4 m 3 /s (Mt. Erebus), 25 ± 2 m 3 /s (Stromboli), and 1310 ± 104 m 3 /s (Ambrym). Note that estimating the gas fraction of natural systems is not trivial and we used the procedure described by Pioli et al. (2012) , which is outlined in Appendix A. All values used to make these estimates for gas fraction, as well as the dimensionless numbers, are listed in Table 2 . The Re l , for two-phase, bidirectional flow, is assumed to scale to the experimentally derived surface described by Eq. 15 (Fig. 4a, red tiles) . Note that in Fig. 4b and c , the estimates for the natural systems sometimes lay off the experiment trends, since some natural systems have both high gas flux and high viscosities, so that they lay to the right of the trend in Fig. 4b and to the left in Fig. 4c ; however, they lay on the experimentally derived surface in Fig. 4a . By combining Eqs. 12 and 15, they can be rewritten into a form with dimensions: Fig. 4 a The liquid Reynolds number, Re l , of the experiments (values in Table 4 ) are plotted against the gas Reynolds number, Re g , and dimensionless inverse viscosity, N f . Each experiment is represented by a black dot. We show a best fitting, log-planar surface described by Eq. 15. We also show estimates for the volcanoes considered in this study (red polygons), using values from 
In Eq. 17, the magma flux can therefore be estimated using measurements of the magma rheology and gas flux and estimates of the conduit diameter and gas fraction.
Magma flux has also been estimated in previous studies (Q l values shown in Table 2 ), so we can compare with our estimates from Eq. 17. We find that the magma flux is generally one to two orders of magnitude greater than other studies. The associated axial velocities are on the order of 0.1 to 10 m/s, depending on the system (Fig. 5) , which resemble lava lake flow velocities that have been observed to range from a sluggish 0.01 m/s (Harris et al. 2005 ) to a very fast 10 m/s (Pering et al. 2019) , depending on the magma supply and degassing rates (Oppenheimer et al. 2009; Allard et al. 2016) . Previous estimates of magma flux stem from the magma petrology and from the volatile and thermal flux observed at the lava lake surface, and therefore represent the rate of magma supply. We argue that they reflect the magma motion deep within the plumbing system, but do not account for the dynamics that occur in the shallow system (i.e., due to the motion of bubbles). The relatively high rates of magma convection that we estimate may reflect observations of vigorous magma motion at lava lakes. Villarrica, for example, has exhibited churnturbulent magma behavior in its summit lava lake (Calder et al. 2004; Palma et al. 2011) , as well as seismic and acoustic signals that indicate turbulent magma convection in its conduit (Ripepe et al. 2010) .
We should also note that our estimates of magma flow are made for confined cylindrical conduits, several meters in diameter, through which large volumes of gas are transported; if hundreds of m 3 /s of gas pass through a narrow aperture, they will naturally have to take on high velocities. However, observations at drained lava lakes reveal that conduits can indeed be narrow at depth but may be larger near the usual lava lake surface level (Carbone et al. 2013; Burgi et al. 2014) . At depths greater than what can be directly observed, the diameter is usually estimated instead. Since there is uncertainty associated to this parameter, it is helpful to discuss magma flux estimates for larger conduits than shown in Table 2 . If we assume that the conduits are larger by some factor (and have a cylindrical geometry), the permissible magma flux in the conduit is proportionally larger, due to Eq. 17. The associated axial velocity however, is lower by the same factor, due to Eq. 9. It is unlikely that a very high axial velocity could be induced in a constricted geometry (meters in diameter) simply due to passive degassing, since the associated shear forces would be quite high.
A model of bubble-driven magma motion
To link the results of our experiments with field observations of vigorous lava lake motion (Calder et al. 2004; Ripepe et al. 2010; Palma et al. 2011; Allard et al. 2016) , we introduce a model of bubble-driven convection, which dominates in the shallow region of a conduit, where magmastatic pressure is relatively low and bubbles can vigorously ascend and induce magma overturn. In this model, the bulk fluid flux (bubbles and magma) in any cross-section of the conduit is equal for ascending and descending flow. The flux can vary axially, however, due to increasing bubble size and bubble ascent velocity. In this sense, the flow rate is lower at the base of the conduit and higher near the surface. An axial velocity gradient does not conserve mass in a single-phase, onedirectional flow within a conduit of constant cross-section, but a bidirectional flow can occur when the ascending component re-entrains part of the descending component. The descending magma is recycled and mingles with ascending magma.
Recall that, in "Introduction," we introduced two schools of thought, which both agree that volatiles pass via the conduit from source to surface. The first school explains that the volatile ascent is well-coupled to the magma flux, which results in density-driven convection throughout the length of the conduit (Kazahaya et al. 1994; Stevenson and Blake 1998; Huppert and Hallworth 2007; Palma et al. 2011; Becket et al. 2014; Burgi et al. 2014) . The second school of thought considers the magma and gas to be decoupled, in that the magma is relatively stagnant and large gas bubbles bring volatiles to the surface, as well as heat from depth in their wakes (Jaupart and Vergniolle 1998; Phillips 2007a, 2007b; Pioli et al. 2012; Vergniolle and Bouche 2016) .
Our results show that gas bubble ascent always generates a degree of fluid motion, regardless if the gases take on a bubbly flow or slug flow form. This is also true regardless if the liquid flow is laminar or turbulent, as all experiments plot along the same surface described by Eq. 15. In the context of the two schools of thought, which disagree on the coupling between the magma and volatiles, our experiments indicate that, yes, volatiles cause magma motion, but no, the two phases are not necessarily well-coupled. If we define that a well-coupled two-phase flow has similar velocities for both phases, then bubbly flow is the manifestation of a well-coupled flow and slug flow is the manifestation of a poorly coupled flow. Both types of bubble ascent generate magma flux at a rate proportional to the gas volumetric flux and negatively proportional to the gas fraction. They are never truly decoupled.
Of particular note is the relationship between the magma flux and the bubble flow pattern. It is known that, for any Newtonian liquid, relatively small gas flux corresponds to bubbly flow, higher flux corresponds to slug flow, and very high flux corresponds to core-annular flow (Pioli et al. 2012) . For example, experiments performed with water ranged from bubbly to slug flow patterns, depending on the gas flux, and that high gas flux caused both a high liquid flux and a slug flow pattern to develop. However, "higher" gas flow patterns (e.g., slug flow) develop more readily in viscous liquids, as gases build up large bubbles in the conduit (e.g., Fig. 2a ). Such experiments tend to have both high gas fractions and low magnitudes of liquid flux, because the liquid viscosity is high. Since these are all two-phase flows, the liquid and gas states affect each other, in that the liquid flux responds to the gas ascent by flowing at a proportional flux, while the gas assumes whatever pattern is preferable to the liquid.
We can conclude that magma motion occurs anywhere that bubbles ascend; however, this may or may not affect the entire length of the conduit. At depth, volatiles are under great pressure and tend to be dissolved in the magma. Bubbles that do exist, suspended in the magma, are likely to be small, so their associated ascent dynamics are quite weak. By extension, the magma convection due to such bubbles is also likely to be insignificant. However, it is known that gases can accumulate at discontinuities in the plumbing system, forming larger slug bubbles, which can ascend from great depths (Burton et al. 2007; Lyons et al. 2010; Phillips 2007a, 2007b) . Such large bubbles are likely to induce convection regardless of depth.
Bubble-driven motion at depth
We attempt to estimate the magma flux throughout the conduit. Since bubble-driven motion is by definition dependent on gas flux, we first need to estimate the volumetric gas flux at depth. This is primarily dependent on pressure, which directly affects the gas volume (low pressure corresponds to a relatively large gas volume), as well as the available gas mass (low pressure corresponds to a relatively large mass of exsolved volatiles). The pressure at any depth, h, in the conduit is estimated via the magmastatic pressure plus atmospheric pressure, P atm , and is linked to the density via the ideal gas law,
which, in turn, corresponds to the volume flux and mass flux,
In the preceding equations, M is the combined molar mass of the gases, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is temperature, which we assume is 1400 K. We approximate the mass flux to a summation of exponential functions for the main volatile species, H 2 O, CO 2 , and SO 2 . The measured mass flux of each species, ṁ spec , is thereby scaled down relative to their characteristic exsolution depths, h spec (values from Parfitt and Wilson 2008) . Observed molar ratios of gases emitted from the selected volcanoes are taken from Sawyer et al. (2011) and Allard et al. (2016) . This is admittedly a rough approximation of the total gas mass flux at depth; however, it produces exsolution curves roughly similar to those form more robust models like VolatileCalc (Newman and Lowenstern 2002) . For example, in comparison with the modeling of exsolved gases done by Allard et al. (2016) , this method generates similar-shaped molar ratio curves (Fig. 6a ), though it tends to underestimate the amount of exsolved H 2 O and overestimate the exsolved CO 2 to a degree. However, by estimating the gas mass flux (Fig.  6b ) and density (Fig. 6c ) at depth, it generates a sensible, firstorder approximation of the gas volumetric flux (Fig. 6d ). We can similarly estimate the gas fraction at depth (Fig. 6e ), via the methodology described in Appendix A, which follows Pioli et al. (2012) . The magma flux at depth can therefore be estimated using Eq. 17, the estimates of gas volumetric flux, gas fraction, and the values listed in Table 2 (Fig. 6f ).
In addition to being an approximation, there are some limitations to this approach that should be addressed. Volcanic gases may not exsolve in such a simple manner (one dependent entirely on pressure), in part due to interaction between different species, the presence of nucleation points such as crystals, and probably a litany of other factors (Parfitt and Wilson 2008) . Presumably, such factors would imply the total gas flux is higher at depth than estimated via Eqs. 18 and 19. Additionally, this model also assumes that the ideal gas law applies, which at high pressures does not, since gases at high temperatures and pressures exist as supercritical fluids and thereby have comparatively high densities and small volumes (Gonnermann and Manga 2013) . At high pressures, volatiles in the supercritical state likely have a small volumetric flux and the corresponding magma flux would also be small. As they ascend and depressurize, they reach their critical pressures (such pressures are noted in Kwah et al. 2017 ) and transition to the gas state, which corresponds to a change in density and by extension volume. Our model is capable of estimating the gas density to be high under high pressure (Fig.  6c ), but this does not necessarily represent realistic values of density. Assuming a simple hydrostatic pressure relationship, the supercritical fluid to gas phase transition occurs at~1 km Table 2 . g, h Similar plots to f, focusing respectively on the examples of Villarrica and Mt. Erebus volcanoes, for gas emission rate of 48 and 16 kg/s. The gray regions indicates estimates from previous studies depth for H 2 O (critical pressure of 22.1 MPa) and several hundred meters depth for CO 2 (critical pressure of 7.4 MPa; Fig. 6 g, h) . It is feasible that, as volatiles ascend and transition from the supercritical to the gas state, they increase in volume, causing a sudden transition in the magma flow characteristics. Finally, as discussed in the previous section, we can consider gas slugs, which may form at the roof of a magmatic reservoir or at discontinuities along the conduit. Such bubbles, which maintain large volumes as they ascend through the conduit, induce magma flux regardless of depth.
At any rate, the pressure dependence of exsolved volatiles, and therefore gas flux, upon which we rely is well-established (Newman and Lowenstern 2002; Burton et al. 2007; Allard et al. 2016) and it is useful to estimate the bubble-driven flux at depth. If we apply the parameters shown in Table 2 to Eqs. 17, 18, and 19 , we can get a sense of the gas flux and associated magma flux at depth, for various quiescent, open-vent volcanoes (Fig. 6f ). In comparison with previous estimates of magma flux (also shown in Table 2 ), we predict higher magnitudes in the shallowest hundreds of meters of the conduit and similar fluxes for the deeper part. For example, at Villarrica, we can compare our model of magma flux as a function of depth with estimates made by Palma et al. (2011) ; (Fig. 6g ). For the shallowest 100 m, we model the flux to be a factor of 10-100 greater, whereas for depths greater than the volatile critical pressures (400-1000 m), the model flux is similar to their estimates. For Mt. Erebus (Fig. 6h) , we estimate that the magma flux in the shallow conduit is higher than previous estimates made by Oppenheimer et al. (2009) , by a similar factor of 10-100; magma flux is again similar to Oppenheimer et al. (2009) in the deeper conduit. Considering that the magma flux estimates shown in Table 2 represent a constraint on the magma supply and that they match with our estimates in the deeper part of the conduit, we expect that they indicate the magnitude of flow at the base of the conduit. As volatiles ascend past the depth which correspond to their critical pressures, bubble-driven motion likely becomes increasingly dominant.
Components of convection
As alluded to throughout this discussion, we argue that our model of bubble dynamics can complement previous models and that these mechanisms dominate at different depths and under different conditions. As such, we present a conceptual model of quiescent conduit flow (Fig. 7) . At great depth, volatile bubbles are small and generally constrained to impart a buoyancy force on the surrounding magma, in the form of a bulk density difference with cooler, degassed magma descending from the surface. As they ascend, they grow in volume and increase in velocity, which can induce turbulent motion ( Fig. 7a) . At a critical pressure, they change from supercritical fluid to the gas phase, which is accompanied by a drop in density and increase in volume. Further depressurization due to ascent causes them to continue to grow and accelerate, so that they may be able to induce turbulent overturn of the magma (Fig. 7b) . The associated magma velocity along the conduit also increases with bubble velocity, such that magma flux is lower at depth and higher in the shallowest segment (Fig. 7c) .
We separate the driving processes of convection into two components (Fig. 7d) , which are density-driven convection due to temperature and compositional variations (1); bubbleascent-driven magma motion due to discrete, deeply sourced, slug bubbles (2a) or due to other bubbles which significantly grow as they ascend due to depressurization and exsolution (2b). (1) is uniform along the conduit and is governed by the thermal flux from the lava lake surface and the degree of dissolved volatiles in the ascending and descending magma. (2a) is independent of depth, as slug bubbles ascend at a constant velocity that depends on the film thickness between the bubble and conduit wall. Magma movement is temporary and occurs only as a bubble passes. (2b) becomes more significant near the surface, where the bubbles' collective momentum is greatest. We argue that previous estimates of magma flux, due to density-driven convection, may represent a lower constraint on flux in the conduit, whereas our estimates, due to bubble dynamics, may represent an upper constraint. Similarly, density-driven convection likely better describes magma flow at the base of the conduit, whereas bubble dynamics is better applicable to the shallower regions.
Conclusion
This study uses analog experiments to investigate the nature of magma motion in a conduit whose motion is driven by gas flux. The experimentally derived data was obtained using a range of liquid viscosities and gas fluxes. Our results reveal a power law relationship between the Reynolds numbers of the liquid and gas phases and the dimensionless inverse viscosity (Eq. 15), in that the magma flow rate is higher for higher gas fluxes and lower viscosity magmas. Applying this relationship to selected natural systems, the magnitude of magma circulation is estimated due to this relationship and is generally one to two orders of magnitude greater than estimates in other studies.
Our estimates account for observations of high flow rates at vigorously active lava lakes and may represent an upper constraint on the magma flux of passively degassing systems. We expect that magma motion is dominantly driven by bubble ascent near the surface and dominantly driven by density differences at depth. We also expect that the driving mechanism transitions from density-driven to bubble-driven at a depth that is defined by the critical pressures of the volatiles. At this depth, volatiles undergo a state change from supercritical fluid to gas, which causes a decrease in density and increase in volume and occurs at a depth range of several hundred meters to 1 km.
This work provides a bridge linking two previous models of conduit dynamics. Density-driven convection and large bubble dynamics both operate as a function of the gas flux through the conduit and, in both cases, bubbles cause magma motion. Fig. 7 Conceptual model of bubble-driven convection in volcanic conduits. a Small bubbles take on linear, laminar ascent. As they grow, they become more turbulent and induce wiggling motion. b Bubbles change from supercritical fluids to gas at the critical depth level, causing a decrease in density. Further depressurization may allow them to accelerate and become turbulent (at the turbulence level). c Magma velocity similarly increase with bubble velocity. d Lines represent components of convection: density differences, Δρ, due to heat and volatile content; bubble dynamics for both deeply sourced slugs and shallow bubbly flow. Slopes indicate either a constant (vertical) or an increasing (inclined) effect with ascent 10 0 10 5 Re g 10 -1 10 0 10 1 K slug flow transitional flow bubbly flow Fig. 8 Experimentally derived K values for Eq. 21. We categorize experiments via the bubble characteristics, in which slug bubbles are longer than they are wide, bubbly flows contain many, similar-sized bubbles, and transitional flows contain large, but non-slug bubbles Improvement of Postsecondary Education, ATLANTIS program. Our raw data is a collection of video files and handwritten notes. Data from handwritten notes are reflected in Table 4 and the video files are available for download at https://doi.org/10.21979/N9/Q9HFBE. This is under DR-NTU, a local instance of Dataverse, supported by Nanyang Technological University. This is Laboratory of Excellence ClerVolc contribution number 337.
Appendix A. Estimating gas fraction
To estimate the gas fractions in the conduits of the selected volcanoes, ε, a method is used following Pioli et al. (2012) , who give an in-depth discussion of the relationship between gas fraction, gas flux, and bubble velocity. The gas fraction in the conduit is related to the superficial velocity of the gas phase (Eq. 4) and the drift velocity of a bubble, v d , which is its ascent velocity relative to the liquid phase:
C 0 is a parameter that conveys the velocity profile in a cylinder, and is a function of the Eötvös number. For lowviscosity liquids undergoing turbulent flow, the parameter varies from 1.2 to 1.4, while for laminar flow, it approaches 2.29 (Viana et al. 2003; Pioli et al. 2012 ). We estimate it as described by Pioli et al. (2012) and, for the selected volcanoes in this study, it tends to approach 2.29.
For slug flow, the drift velocity is related to the Froude number, whereas for bubbly flow, it is related to the density and surface tension, σ, of the liquid phase:
The surface tension for water, syrup, and magma, are respectively 0.07, 0.08, and 0.4 N/m, respectively (Seyfried and Freundt 2000) . K, another empirical parameter, has previously been approximated to 1.53 (Harmathy 1960) . Assuming that the drift velocity equals the difference between the bubble's apparent velocity and the liquid velocity, v d = v b −v l , the K value can be approximated experimentally (Fig. 8) . In this study, it can be seen that K values tend to exceed 1, or approaches 1.53 following Harmathy (1960) , for bubbly flows. This implies that the drift velocity is high; i.e., bubbles move fast relative to the flow velocity of the liquid phase. For slug flow, which here encompasses experiments with higher viscosity liquids (lowest Re) as well as experiments with lowviscosity liquid and a high gas flux (highest Re), the drift velocity is low; the bubble and liquid move at a similar velocity. In this case, the K value transitions to be an order of magnitude lower than for bubbly flow, and we use this value to estimate Stromboli's drift velocity. Broadly speaking, the K value seems to indicate the gas flow pattern and K values of1 are likely adequate for bubbly flow, regardless of the liquid's viscosity. In Fig. 8, this can be seen at either end of the plot, which correspond to experiments that developed a component of slug flow, either due to the liquid viscosity (on the left end) or high gas flux (on the right end). The 1.53 value defined by Harmathy is therefore used to approximate the drift velocity of bubbles in all of the other passively degassing systems.
Combining Eqs. 20 and 21, the estimated gas fractions for the selected volcanoes are approximately 0.19-0.44, for conduits that are on the order of meters in diameter ( Table 2) . As discussed in "Flux estimates for natural systems," the model in this study has some sensitivity to conduit diameter. This is also true for estimations of gas fraction, in which the superficial gas velocity is strongly inversely proportional to conduit diameter. In this way, a volume of gas passing through a fairly restricted aperture results in a greater concentration of gas compared with a wider aperture. If the diameters are instead on the order of tens of meters, the estimations of gas fraction made via this method are generally lower, and range from 0.03 to 0.43.
